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Introduction to Indirect Treatment Comparison

• Indirect treatment comparison refers to a comparison of different healthcare interventions 
using data from separate studies, in contrast to a direct comparison within randomized controlled 
trials. Indirect comparison is often used due to a lack of, or insufficient, evidence from head-to-
head comparative trials.

• Why indirect treatment comparison especially important for HTA?

– Estimating the relative effectiveness of relevant treatments/interventions is an important part of HTA.

– Study design are usually planned according to regulatory authorities. Planned study design (e.g. 
comparator) does not necessarily reflect the requirements of HTA bodies. 



Key Assumptions for Indirect Treatment Comparison

Homogeneity

Consistency

Similarity
All studies considered are comparable with respect to possible effect 

modifiers across all interventions.

There is no meaningful heterogeneity between the effect estimates of the 

individual studies of each possible direct comparison.

The same treatment effect is estimated through both the direct and indirect 

pathways for a particular contrast in the network.
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Types of Indirect Treatment Comparison
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Aggregate Level Data Only: Anchored (Bucher) ITC
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Direct comparison

Indirect comparison

• Proposed by Bucher et al. (1997)

• Assumption: constancy of relative effects

o Relative A vs. B effect is constant across studies

o No effect modifiers in imbalance

• Use relative effects to compare treatments

• Potential bias due to imbalances in the effect 

modifiers between the AB and AC trials



Mix of IPD and Aggregate Level Data: Population Adjusted 
Methods

• Common scenarios in HTA: companies have IPD for their own study but only have access to aggregate data 
(AggD) for the comparator studies

• Population adjusted methods
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Matching Adjusted Indirect Comparison (MAIC)

• Proposed by Signorovitch et al. (2010)

• Population reweighting method

o To adjust for differences in baseline characteristics between trials, MAIC reweights individuals from the trial with 
available IPD to match the mean baseline characteristics reported for the trial with AggD.

o Take a weighted mean to estimate mean outcomes on A and B in the AC trial

o Similar idea to Propensity Score reweighting

• Assumption: conditional constancy of relative effects

o Requires all effect modifiers to be known

o Respects randomization, prognostic variables are cancelled out

o A reasonable relaxation of constancy of relative effects

• The population AB and AC must have good overlap

• Compare distribution of covariates

o Compare inclusion/exclusion criteria

o Check distribution of the weights

o Compute the effective sample size (ESS)



Simulated Treatment Comparison (STC)

• Proposed and developed by Caro and Ishak (2010), Ishak et al. (2015) 

• Create an outcome regression model in the AB trial to predict mean outcomes on treatment A and B 
in the AC trial

• Assumption: conditional constancy of relative effects

• The AB and AC population must have sufficient overlap 

o Avoid extrapolation

o Compare covariate distributions, inclusion/exclusion criteria

• Use standard tools for model checking



Unanchored MAIC and STC

• Incorporation of evidence in disconnected networks or from single arm studies

• Stronger assumption: Conditional constancy of absolute effects

o Require all effect modifiers and prognostic factors to be known

o Ignores randomization

o Widely regarded as infeasible

• Issues outlined for anchored case still apply here



Multi-level Network Meta-regression (ML-NMR)

• Proposed by Phillippo et al. (2020)

• Extends the standard NMA framework to synthesize evidence from a connected network of studies where some 

studies provide IPD and some provide AggD

• Integration approximation method

o Estimate relative treatment effects at two levels: the population level and the IPD level

o Integrates an individual-level model over the covariate distribution in each AggD study, thus avoiding aggregation bias 

when the model is nonlinear

• Assumption: conditional constancy of relative effects

• Can provide estimates for any target population, not just for AggD population

• Applicable to any connected network with any mixture of IPD and AggD



Comparison of MAIC/STC/ML-NMR

• MAIC and STC

o Limited to pairwise indirect comparisons; NOT easily generalize to larger networks of treatments

o Produce estimates of relative treatment effect that are specific to the AC (“competitor”) population

o Anchored form: assuming conditional constancy of relative effects

o Could be used for “unanchored” ITC: assuming conditional constancy of absolute effects

• ML-NMR

o Applicable to treatment networks of any size

o Produce population-adjusted treatment effects for any target population with sufficient information on 
the covariate distribution

o Conditional constancy of relative effects assumption is NOT required if sufficient data are 
available to identify model parameters; however, in a two-study scenario, this assumption is made to 
identify the model



HTA Guidance for Practice
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HTA Guidance for Practice: Key Points

UK NICE

• When & How population-adjustment methods should be 
used? (NICE DSU TSD-18)

– Unanchored population adjustment may only be 
considered in the absence of a connected network of 
RCTs, or where there are single-arm studies involved.

– For an unanchored ITC, population adjustment 
methods should adjust for all effect modifiers and 
prognostic variables. 

• New guidance (DSU report | CHTE2020)

– MAIC should NOT be used under any 
circumstances

– STC can be used for two-study scenarios

– ML-NMR is the preferred approach for anchored 
comparisons

EU-HTA

• D4.3.2: DIRECTAND INDIRECT COMPARISONS 
Version 0.3; May 2, 2022

– If sufficient similarity, sufficient homogeneity and 
sufficient consistency cannot be assumed, an adjusted 
indirect comparison should not be performed because 
the corresponding results do not provide a meaningful 
estimate of the treatment effect.

– Population-adjusted methods for synthesis of 
relative effects (i.e., in connected networks of 
evidence) depend on the assumption that all relevant 
effect modifiers have been included in the model. 
Regression-based approaches for population 
adjustment such as STC and ML-NMR further require 
correct specification of the outcome regression model.
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